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Value Chain Aggregator

TSMC's Value Chain Aggregator (VCA) program extends the company's ability to broadly serve the foundry services market 
place. VCA members are independent design service companies who work closely with TSMC to help system companies, 
ASIC companies, and emerging start-ups bring their innovation to production.

VCAs integrate design enablement building blocks that are part of the TSMC's Open Innovation Platform™ (OIP) and provide 
specific services at each link in the IC value chain, including IP development, design backend, wafer manufacturing, 
assembly, and test. Today, there are eight companies around the globe in the TSMC VCA program.

VCA Services

Implementation
Service 

 RTL to GDS
 Netlist to GDS

Specialty Design
Service 

 I/O, Memory, RF, ESD
 Full-Custom Design

 Platform-Based Design

Turnkey/
Production Solutions 

 GDS to Chip
 RTL/Netlist to Production

 Spec. to Chip.
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ADTechnology Co., Ltd.

Make Your IDEA to SoC!
ADTechnology will be with Your Achievement!

ADTechnology Solutions
  
Logic Design Service
Logic Synthesis
DFT (Design for Test) Design
Formal Verification
Timing Closure

Physical Layout Design Service
Timing Driven Layout
DRC & LVS Verification
DFM (Design For Manufacture)
DFY (Design For Yield)

Power Analysis & Low Power Design Service
Power Estimation & IR-drop/rise Analysis
Low Power Solution

Package Assembly & Test Service
EDS & Package Test
ESD & Reliability Test

ARM Platform-based Design Service

IP Solution
IP Survey & Licensing
Custom IP Design

Contact Information

ADTechnology Co., Ltd.
RM1505 Megacenter, SKnTechnopark 190-1
Sangdaewon-dong, Junwon-gu, Sungnam-si,
Kyounggui-do 462-721 Korea

Contact Person: YS Park / Senior Manager
Sales & Marketing Team
Tel: +82 (31) 776-3612   Fax: +82 (31) 776-3609
E-mail: sebu1005@adtek.co.kr
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Success Stories

Project L in TSMC 90nm Mixed Signal RF Low Power
Application: Digital TV
Gate count & Max Frequency: 8M / 180MHz
IP: LVDS Rx/Tx, SSCG PLL, DDR1
Methodology: IP development, Multi corner multi mode timing closure
Status: Mass production (1,900 wafers)

Project P in TSMC 130nm Logic General Purpose
Application: PLC (Power Line Communication)
Gate count & Max Frequency: 7M / 266MHz
IP: ARM922T, ARC750D, Ethernet MAC, DDR1, ADC, DAC, PLL
Methodology: Multi corner multi mode timing closure, Platform-based Design
Status: Mass production / Revised version taped-out and under verification

Overview: ADTechnology is..

ADTechnology Co., Ltd. (“ADT”) is one of the leading Design Service Provider in Korea with engineering 
experts with significant industry and advanced technology experience for SoC design.
- 75% of our staff are engineers with around 15 years of semiconductor design experience. 

Customers have constantly recognized ADT's technological since we were established in August, 2002. Since then, we have 
implemented a large number of ASIC/SoC projects for mobile/wireless, multimedia, and display 
applications.

As a Design Center and TSMC VCA (Value Chain Aggregator) and ADTechnology is also as an ARM 
ADC (Approved Design Center). ADT provides optimized SoC Design Service.

ADT has built a reputation for providing superior turn-around time at a competitive cost. Above and beyond its advanced 
technology, ADT covers all aspects of to platform-based design, package assembly and test, and IP 
solutions of development, searching and licensing.

ADT makes a constant effort to be the SoC Design Partner to get YOU one step closer to Your 
Success.

http://www.adtek.co.kr



Alchip Technologies, Inc.

Company Overview
Alchip Technologies, founded in 2003 by semiconductor veterans from Silicon Valley and Japan, is a leading global provider 
of silicon design and production services for system companies developing complex and high-volume ASICs and SoCs. 
Alchip's business focus is to provide faster time-to-market and cost effective total solutions for SoCs in 65nm, 55nm, 40nm 
and more advanced CMOS processes. Our customers include the global leaders in entertainment devices, HDTV, mobile 
phones, communications equipment, computers and other electronic products. Alchip has a proven track record of 
delivering 100% first-time silicon success. Alchip is committed to exceeding customers' expectations in terms of product 
quality, reliable and predictable service. Alchip is a public company listed on the Taiwan Emergent Market with the stock 
ticker number 3661.

Service Profile
Alchip's Total Solutions
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http://www.alchip.com

SHOWCASE
From Innovation to Volume Production
- High-volume design experience for consumer electronics

The Most Optimized Silicon Result
- Deep experience with high-complexity SoC designs

Alchip Focus & Values

100% first silicon success

Predictable schedule

Lowest power

Smaller die size

Continuous yield improvement
Low Power Design

Low Cost Design

High Performance Design

Fastest Time to Market Design Done by Others Design Done by

15% die size reduction
20% yield improvement

Low Power HDTV SoC
 HDTV 

TSMC 65nmLP
12M gate count

7.5Mb Memory
LFBGA
1st silicon success!

High Performance DSC SoC
Camera SoC for DSC/Cell Phone 
TSMC 55nmGP
7.5M gate count
800MHz, TFCBGA

Over 10 million chips delivered
From design to MP in only 9 months!
1st silicon success!

High Complexity Processor SoC for Supercomputer 
Used in Grape-DR (world's fastest supercomputer in 2006) 
60M gate count, 10Mb SRAM
TSMC 90nmG (1st MP in TSMC 90G)
500MHz, 512CPUs, FCBGA, 60-watt/SoC

18.5mmx18.5mm die size
Tapeout in only 8 weeks!
1st silicon success!

 Portable Gaming 
 TSMC 40nm
 333MHz

8M gate count
1st silicon success!

High-end Portable Gaming SoC 



eSilicon Corporation

eSilicon, the largest independent semiconductor Value Chain Producer (VCP), provides a comprehensive suite of ASIC and 
SoC design, productization and manufacturing services, enabling a flexible, low-cost, lower-risk path to volume production 
of integrated circuits (ICs). We deliver custom ASICs to system original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and fabless 
semiconductor companies (FSCs) who serve a wide variety of markets including consumer, computer, communications and 
industrial.

eSilicon creates a unique, optimized semiconductor Value Chain for each design: design services and tools, intellectual 
property (IP) and materials suppliers, and test and packaging providers. By integrating this Value Chain with our expertise 
and proven eSilicon Enterprise™ infrastructure, we produce leading-edge chips for a diverse customer base.

Innovative Business Model
Prior to 2000, if you didn't own your own semiconductor fab, you had two choices for manufacturing ASICs. You could work 
with a large IDM, which locked you into limited facilities and a narrow IP portfolio. Or you could try to manage the process 
in-house, working directly with a foundry, taking on all related risks and challenges.

eSilicon pioneered a third option: the fabless ASIC model, offering design services, a broad portfolio of proven IP, and 
complete manufacturing support and delivery of packaged, tested chips. Our design and operations experts augment your 
internal resources, while our purchasing leverage provides a dependable path to foundry capacity. The result is first-time-
right silicon, delivered reliably, quickly and cost effectively.

SDS, a Division of eSilicon
The acquisition of Silicon Design Solutions (SDS) brings eSilicon a world-class engineering team with a successful track 
record of first-time silicon success and demonstrated ability to provide niche memory IP and design services at leading-edge 
process nodes down to 28nm. Customer-specific IP and services will benefit eSilicon customers with improved chip 
performance, decreased power consumption and reduced die size.

Solutions
eSilicon manages every step of the ASIC development process, from specification through manufacturing and delivery of 
packaged, tested parts. We offer a variety of custom engagement solutions to provide a flexible framework for the 
development of application-specific silicon. Some examples include:

GDSII Hand-Off: Manage fabrication, packaging, test and delivery of the final silicon.
Netlist Hand-Off: Perform the physical design and manage all subsequent manufacturing operations, including fabrication,  

 packaging, test and delivery.
Production Hand-Off: from a completed IC design, we will provide full production support: planning, supplier    

 management and qualification, delivery flexibility programs and total supply chain visibility.
Custom Memory IP: Through our SDS business unit, we offer 28nm and older process-node-based custom memory IP   

 solutions and related design services.
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At a Glance
Company Founded: 2000
Employees: 350
Headquarters: 

 501 Macara Avenue
 Sunnyvale, California 94085
 www.esilicon.com
 info@esilicon.com

Locations: Sales, support, operations and R&D offices located in North America, Europe and Asia

Rankings and Awards

http://www.esilicon.com

Named "Top 200 Private Companies" by Nollenberger Capital Partners (June 2008)

Named "Rising Star" in Deloitte's Technology Fast 500 Program (Jan. 2006)

Ranked #3 in Inc. Magazine annual ranking of 500 fastest-growing private 
companies in America (Oct. 2005)

Named by AlwaysOn as one of Top 100 Private Companies (July 2005)

Named one of Red Herring 100 Private Companies of North America (May 2005)

Received Fabless Semiconductor Association (FSA) award for Outstanding Financial 
Performance by a Private Fabless Company (Dec. 2004)

Named to AlwaysOn list of Top 100 Private Companies (July 2004)

Wpm Investors' Choice award at MicroVentures Conference (Dec. 2003)

Named as winner of FSA “Start-Ups to Watch” award (Dec. 2002)



GLOBAL UNICHIP CORP.

Company Overview
World's largest dedicated full service SoC Design Foundry 
Founded at Hsinchu Science Park in 1998, IPO in 2006, and publicly listed at TSE (3443)
Close partnership with TSMC (GUC's major shareholder) since 2003
Comprehensive experience in 28nm, 40nm, 65nm and 90nm projects
More than 500 projects proven RTL-to-GDS2 design yield excellence 
USD$327M revenue in 2010 with more than 30% CAGR for the past five years
More than 400 satisfied customers worldwide working in a wide range of applications including networking, mobile   

 phones, tablets, digital videos, and GPS.

Business Model

GUC SoC  Success Story
Successfully deployed a network processor @TSMC 40G
Proven track record of SoC designs using GUC high speed interface IPs
IP total solution with MAC/PCS/PMA
GUC proven in-house IPs: 1Gbps/10Gbps SerDes, 3.125Gbps XAUI, 

   1600Mbps DDR2/3
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IMEC

imec Service Profile
Within the Emerging Business Program to the European fabless industry, design houses and IP vendors imec offers:

Flexible COT & ASIC-service solutions in alliance with TSMC
Flexible Turn-key services with major partners
TSMC-online customer access
Customer assistance in optimizing technology choice (speed, power, leakage, area, ...) through imec's Technology    

 Targeting Service
Additional value-added services with major partners like training workshops, IP access, design & tape out reviews, early  

   technology insight, library re-characterization, I/O ESD design, test and packaging
Tailored services to match the needs of the individual customer

imec Business Models
easyCOT: imec facilitates an elaborated COT service with easy access to wafers, test and packaging service 
ASIC turnkey: together with major partners imec provides a full turnkey solution with committed overall product responsibility

Company Overview
Imec is the largest independent R&D institute in Europe. Imec supports European fabless 
companies with access to TSMC technologies and ASIC services. Imec performs world-
leading research in nanoelectronics. In a unique high-tech environment, its international top 
talent is committed to providing the building blocks for a better life in a sustainable society. 
Imec is headquartered in Leuven, Belgium. Its staff of more than 1,800 people includes over 
550 industrial residents and guest researchers. In 2010, imec's revenue was 284 million 
euro.
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Added-Value Services
TSMC-online access: imec provides TSMC-online access to allow customers to have full access to all TSMC technology 
information including pdk's and libraries 
Library re-characterization: Together with Altos imec provides library recharacterization services

Technology Targeting service: Based on imec's unique INSITE technology we provide technology selection service 
dedicated to your application. Technology targeting is based on performance comparison of different technology nodes, VT 
and library combinations like speed power, leakage and area. 

Experienced technical team

After sales service

Local presence in Europe

Independent

Respect for customer's need

imec contacts
imec, Kapeldreef 75, B-3001, Leuven, Belgium
carl.das@imec.be, bas.dorren@imec.be, paul.malisse@imec.be

imec supports over 200 fabless 
companies in Europe

ASIC services ASIC servicesCustomer hand-off with imec

Front-end design with Design House partners

Back-end design Imec or partners

Shuttle or MLM prototyping

Full Mask tape-out Optional: Test, Packaging, 
debug, Characterization

Test, Packaging, Corner Lots, Characterization,
Qualification, Wafer RISK production, 
Yield Analysis

Monthly planning, Wafer, assembly and test 
management, 24x7 automated WIP tracking via
imec's propriety QUERIO system, Shipments tracking

Design

Prototyping

Productization

Volume production

http://www.imec.be
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Open-Silicon, Inc.

What We Do
Open-Silicon provides leading edge semiconductor solutions including traditional ASIC design, derivative SoC design, and 
full manufacturing operations. In addition to a broad menu of in-house engineering capabilities, Open-Silicon also utilizes 
the best-in-class engineering capabilities of partners. By combining the specific expertise necessary for each design with 
the most appropriate open market technologies, and managing the process through a single point of ownership, Open-
Silicon has raised collaborative engineering to a new level.

Since its founding in 2003, the company has focused on excellence in SoC execution, measuring the quality of 
engineering work and the ability to hit customer schedules and reporting that to the board of directors at every board 
meeting. Also, the company has invested in technology, from the 2007 acquisition of Zenasis Technology, a leader in the 
processor performance optimization space, to the 2009 acquisition of Silicon Logic Engineering, a leader in networking 
and computer system architecture, to the in-house developments of scan shift frequency scaling (TestMAX) and back 
biasing (VariMAX).

Derivative Design
By utilizing its broad partner ecosystem and extensive design experience, Open-Silicon has developed an optimized 
enablement model for derivative SoC designs. By collaborating on derivative designs with Open-Silicon, chip companies 
can allow existing design teams to focus on strategic projects, while still enjoying the market position and revenue 
associated with the derivative ICs. The net result is a greater return on the overall product line investment.

Semiconductor Solutions
Derivatives - Modifications made to an original design so the new chip can address additional markets. The result is  

 higher profit margins as non-recurring engineering work has already been amortized by the original product. Whether  
 the need is for new RTL, physical design, or low-level software, Open-Silicon makes the changes needed to the base  
 design to get the new derivatives to market.

Spec Handoff - The starting point for a turnkey SoC can be an idea, concept, block diagram or specification. Open-  
 Silicon's experienced systems engineers work with customers to develop a full product plan including a    
 microarchitecture specification suitable for use in RTL design and design verification.

Design Services - Open-Silicon's front-end design team provides architecture, RTL design, and design verification   
 services. Physical design services such as processor hardening are also available. Finally, Open-Silicon also offers   
 complete package and test engineering services, including industrial qualification.

ASIC Design - Traditional ASIC design, including both RTL and netlist handoffs.
Production - Open-Silicon's manufacturing teams are standing by to assist customers with post-silicon validation,   

 release to production, and ramping to volume.
Analog/RF ICs - Open-Silicon works with key analog design partners to provide complete analog solutions including full  

 custom analog IC design and manufacturing. 

Open-Silicon offers the design experience from hundreds of TSMC-based designs with proven IP integration and 
comprehensive "get me to market soon" solutions. For more information, please contact Open-Silicon at info@open-
silicon.com today.



http://www.open-silicon.com

Other
Architecture and Front End RTL Design
Design Verification
Custom Analog
Library Augmentation
Domino Logic
Back Biasing
Scan Shift Frequency Scaling (TestMAXTM) Test Time Reduction
Advanced Low Power Design
Ultra High Design Complexity

Technology

Design Examples

Design for lowest power
Lower active power

Lower standby power
Accurate design at custom corners

Design for highest performance
Faster processor cores
Quicker timing closure

RTL design for optimized layout

Managed variability
Lower power
Higher yields

Higher performance

TSMC 40nm 
MIPS32® 74Kf™

2.4GHz with Typ Libs

TSMC 65nm 
Back Biasing

TSMC 65nm 
MIPS32® 74K™ 

1.1GHz Worst Case

TSMC 65nm 
10GbSerDes
Low Power

TSMC 65nm 
High Lane Count SerDes



TSMC Headquaters

8, Li-Hsin Rd. 6 Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu, Taiwan 300-78

Tel: 886-3-563-6688, Fax: 886-3-563-7000

TSMC North America

2585 Junction Avenue, San Jose, CA 95134, U.S.A.

Tel: 1-408-382-8000, Fax: 1-408-382-8008

TSMC Europe B.V.

World Trade Center (H7), Zuidplein 60 1077 XV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Tel: 31-20-305-9900, Fax: 31-20-305-9911

TSMC Japan Limited

21F, Queen’s Tower C, 2-3-5, Minato Mirai, Nishi-Ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa, 220-6221, Japan

Tel: 81-45-682-0670, Fax: 81-45-682-0673

TSMC (China) Company Limited

4000, Wen Xiang Road, Songjiang, Shanghai, China, Postcode: 201616

Tel: 86-21-5776-8000, Fax: 86-21-5776-2525

TSMC Korea Limited

15F, AnnJay Tower, 718-2, Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-080, Korea

Tel: 82-2-2051-1688, Fax: 82-2-2051-1669

TSMC India

1st Floor, Pine Valley, Embassy Golf-Links Business Park, Bangalore–560071, India.

Tel: +91-80-4176-8615, Fax: +91-80-4176-4568
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